
this spirit several attempts have been made to investigate the stability of the Lagrangiantriangular equilibria of the restrited problem of three bodies in the Sun{Jupiter ase.The best result urrently avalilable is that there is a rather big neighbourhood of theequilibrium whih is stable for a time interval as large as the estimated age of the universe;this neighbourhood inludes a few of the known asteroids.The atual appliability of the exponential estimates to systems with a large numberof degrees of freedom is questionable beause the available values of the onstants enteringthe expression above depend in a bad manner on the number of degrees of freedom. Theworse dependene is that of the onstant a in exp(1=�a): this is estimated to be, in thebest ase, O(1=n). The latter estimate has been shown to be optimal, in general. However,a further relaxation of the onept of stability shows that some version of the theory maystill be applied. A signi�ant ase onerns systems that: (i) admit a natural splitting intotwo distint subsystems haraterized by well separated frequenies or harateristi timeintervals, and (ii) the two subsytems are weakly oupled. A �rst example is a FPU typehain with alternating heavy and light mass points: the spetrum splits naturally into twodi�erent parts, alled the aousti and the optial part, with a quite large gap betweenthe frequenies. In this ase the perturbation parameter is the ratio !�=!+ between themaximal aousti frequeny and the minimal optial frequeny. A seond example is, forinstane, a system of idential diatomi moleules moving on a line and interating witha short range analyti potential. The perturbation parameter is the ratio �=! betweenthe typial interation time during a ollision and the internal frequeny of vibration ofthe moleules. In both these examples the high frequenies modes turn out to be (atleast approximately) equal, so that the high frequeny subsystem is ompletely resonant.Preisely the omplete resonane allows us to prove that the exhange of energy betweenthe two subsystems is pratially frozen for a time interval exp(1=�), i.e., that the exponenta in the exponential estimate is 1, not 1=n. This fat may be very relevant for appliationsto Statistial Mehanis.The relations between the existene of KAM tori and the phenomena of exponentialstability may be investigated by onsidering the neighbourhood of an invariant KAM torus.This leads to the onept of superexponential stability. Here is the argument, short butessentially omplete. Aording to Kolmogorov's approah, the neighbourhood of thetorus is desribed by an Hamiltonian whih is essentially idential to the Hamiltoniandesribing the neighbourhood of an ellipti equilibrium, whith nonresonant frequenies, theperturbation parameter being the distane � from the invariant torus. On the other hand,a loal appliation of Nekhoroshev's theorem shows that the Hamiltonian may be giventhe form of the general problem of dynamis with a perturbation that is O�exp(�1=�(a))�.Therefore, using the global formulation of Nekhoroshev's theorem one proves that theneighbourhood of a torus is exponentially stable in O�exp(�1=�(a))�, that is, it is stableup to a time O�exp�exp(1=�(a))��.
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1991 MS Classi�ation: 58F10 { 58F30 { 70F15 { 70K20 { 34D10 { 34E15Giorgilli, Antonio, Universit�a di Milano, ItalyOn the problem of stability for near to integrable Hamiltonian systems.The problems addressed are onerned with the \stability" of near to integrable Hamil-tonian systems in the light of the strong development of the quantitative methods of per-turbation theory in the seond half of this entury. The word \stability" is used here ina quite wide sense, whih inludes a onsiderable weakening of the traditional onept ofstability, as widely studied, e.g., by Lyapounov. The basis of the results that I'm going toillustrate is on the one hand in the elebrated KAM theory on persistene of onditionallyperiodi motions, and, on the other hand, the Nekhoroshev's theorem on stability overexponential times.Let me �rst illustrate the framework. I will onsider the problem that Poinar�e hasalled \the general problem of dynamis", namely a anonial system of di�erential equa-tions with Hamiltonian H(q; p) = h(p)+ �f(q; p; �); here q 2 Tn and pRn are ation{anglevariables, n is the number of degrees of freedom and � is a small parameter. It is wellknown that for � = 0 the orbits of suh a system are dense on invariant tori Tk, with somepositive k � n, whih are subsets of a torus p = onst. The motion is either quasiperi-odi or periodi aording to the existene of resonane relations among the unperturbedfrequenies !(p) = �h�q .The main ahievement of KAM theorem is the proof that for most initial data, har-aterized by strongly non{resonant frequenies, the motion is still quasi periodi, the orbitlying on an invariant torus Tn whih is lose to the unperturbed one. This relaxes theondition for stability that requires the result to hold for an open set of initial data: theomplement of the surviving invariant tori is open and dense, but has small measure.The theory of Nekhoroshev aims at proving that the ation variables satisfy a boundjp(t) � p(0)j < B�b for all times jtj < A exp(1=�a), with positive onstants A ; C ; a < 1and b < 1. This relaxes the ondition that the stability result should hold for an in�nitetime interval; however, the exponential dependene of the estimated stability time on theinverse of the perturbation makes the result interesting for physial systems. FollowingLittlewood, I will all this phenomenon exponential stability.My purpose here is to report on some progress made on this subjet during the lastdeade. Most of the attention will be onentrated on the exponential stability. I will adressin partiular the following points: (a) the atual appliability of the onept of exponentialstability to physial systems; (b) the extension of the onept of exponential stability tosystem vith a very large number of degrees of freedom, and possibly to in�nite systems;() the relations between the existene of KAM theory and the exponential stability ofNekhoroshev's theory.The relevane of the exponential stability for physial systems depends on the sizeof the perturbations that is atually allowed. However, the analytial estimates that areavailable are usually very pessimisti, unable to give realisti results. From the pratialviewpoint it is more useful to perform expliitly the perturbation expansions up to some�nite order in the perturbation parameter, and to exploit the asymptoti harater of theresulting series. This requires a lot of algebrai manipulation that the available omputersdo allow, so that the method may be e�etively applied at least to simple ases. In1


